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OCCASIONAL FURNITURE BY TEAM 7:  
DIVERSITY IN A SQUARE

Clever nuances and an indispensable attention to detail are what make TEAM 7’s solid wood furniture a unique 

addition to any home. This is also reflected in the occasional furniture belonging to the cubus, cubus pure and 

filigno ranges: the designs are characterised by a pure solid wood aesthetic and exciting contrasts between  

homogenous glass surfaces and the vibrant natural grain pattern of the wood. 

A broad range of design options guarantee that the furniture will be adapted perfectly to the architectural features 

of the home and personal style preferences: our range of occasional furniture is, for example, available with a skid 

stand, metal frame base or recessed plinth. A host of additional design elements, including glass surfaces in the 

colour of choice or a selection of different wood types, also offer plenty of scope for creativity. There are also var-

ious models to choose from, in numerous heights, widths and depths, furnished with hinged doors, sliding doors 

and drawers. Together with the cubus, cubus pure and filigno wall units, it is easy to create seamless transitions 

between the different living areas of the home. 

Our new square doors with criss-cross division offer even more variety when it comes to the planing options availa-

ble. Discreet joints cleverly divide the surface of the hinged doors into squares, while the criss-cross division allows 

for a continuous horizontal joint pattern, even with the popular combination of drawers and hinged doors. The new 

design option is available as a sideboard and a display case with four different front heights and in the materials 

solid wood, coloured glass and ceramic. The special trick: the square shape makes the occasional furniture pieces 

appear vast and spacious, even when they are more compact in size. This means that they also go well with smaller 

tables – and give small spaces a feeling of lightness and elegance.
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“Small squares with a big effect. The clearly 
structured joint pattern of the new sideboards and 
highboards creates a generous elegance even in smaller 
room architectures.”
Designer Sebastian Desch


